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special
NSF BRINGS
CITY DWELLERS
TO MONTANA
MISSOULA—
Thirty-five high school students from urban areas throughout the U.S. took advantage
of Montana’s diverse geography this summer to examine the web of life in all its aspects,
ranging from alpine forests and prairie grasslands to polluted streams and lakes.
The students participated in an eight-week National Science Foundation (NSF) training
program at the University of Montana, Missoula.

UM professors offered instruction in the

various areas of ecology, the study of the relations between organisms and their environment
The program is one of many throughout the country sponsored and financed by the
National Science Foundation which offered 6,000 high school students the chance to study
science this summer.
Topics of study ranged from geology and soils through the flora and fauna of grass
lands, forests and alpine, with special emphasis on insects, aquatic biology and wildlife.
Life systems observed included relatively undisturbed plant and animal communities in
protected parks and refuges, and communities in wild, unprotected areas.
Ecological studies began with instruction and observation of plants and animals of
a specific area and their interrelationships.

Students viewed alpine ecology and geology

in a two-day trip to Glacier Park, soils at Lubrecht Experimental Forest and birds at
Ninepipes National Wildlife Refuge, all within a 150-mile radius of the UM campus.
Summer studies culminated in a six-day pack trip into the Bob Marshall Wilderness
Area, where a form of ecological genesis can be followed.

Students observed nature

relatively untouched, and were asked to comtemplate man's role in his total environment.
more

NSF BRINGS--2-Several memorable events added excitement to the students' stay in Montana.

While riding

home from a field trip, they came upon a small forest fire which had not yet been
discovered by rangers in the area.

The students jumped from their bus and used buckets

of water to extinguish the fire.
Campers also were amateur lumberjacks during one trip when a large tree fell across
the road in front of their bus.

They all took axes and chopped the tree into manageable

pieces to be hauled away.
Informal study sessions in Montana were conducted in Glacier National Park, the
National Bison Range, the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, Lubrecht Experimental Forest,
Yellow Bay Biological Station on Flathead Lake and several government laboratories.
Participants in the program, now in its second year at UM, must have completed the
11th grade.

They are selected on the basis of their high school grades in science,

scores on acheivement tests, letters of recommendation and their residency in metropolitan
areas.
"In addition to gaining scientific knowledge from the program, students got a wide
exposure to college life," said Dr. Forrest D. Thomas II, UM associate professor of
chemistry and NSF program director.

He added that students adapted well to both the

rugged outdoor life and the relative freedom of the program, which forced them to utilize
their own time.
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